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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on the most frequent errors that
occurred during the implementation of a rule-based module for seman-
tic relations extraction, which has been integrated in STRING, a hybrid
statistical and rule-based Natural Language Processing chain for Por-
tuguese. We focus on whole-part relations (meronymy), that is, a seman-
tic relation between an entity that is perceived as a constituent part of
another entity, or a member of a set. In this case, we target the type of
meronymy involving human entities and body-part nouns. We describe
with some detail the decisions that were made in order to overcome the
errors produced by the system and the solutions adopted to improve its
performance.

Keywords: whole-part relation, meronymy, body-part noun, Portuguese,
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1 Introduction

Automatic identification of semantic relations contributes to cohesion and co-
herence of a text and can be useful in several other Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) tasks such as opinion mining, question answering, text summa-
rization, machine translation, information extraction, information retrieval, and
others [10].

The goal of this work is to improve the extraction of semantic relations be-
tween textual elements in STRING, a hybrid statistical and rule-based NLP
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chain for Portuguese1 [17], by targeting the most frequent errors that occured
during the implementation of the whole-part relations extraction module. Whole-
part relations (meronymy) is a semantic relation between an entity that is per-
ceived as a constituent part of another entity, or a member of a set. In this case,
we focus on the type of meronymy involving human entities and body-part nouns
(henceforward, Nbp) when they co-occur in texts.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes related work on
whole-part dependencies extraction, while Section 3 explains how this task was
implemented in STRING; Section 4 presents the evaluation procedure; Section
5 describes with some detail how the error analysis was carried out; Section 6
illustrates the results of the performance of the system after the error analysis;
and Section 7 draws the conclusions.

2 Related Work

Meronymy is a complex relation that “should be treated as a collection of re-
lations, not as a single relation” [15]. In NLP, various information extraction
techniques have been developed in order to capture whole-part relations from
texts.

Hearst [13] tried to find lexical correlates to the hyponymic relations (type-of
relations) by searching in unrestricted, domain-independent text for cases where
known hyponyms appear in proximity. The author proposed six lexico-syntactic
patterns; he then tested the patterns for validity and used them to extract re-
lations from a corpus. To validate his acquisition method, the author compared
the results of the algorithm with information found in WordNet [4]. The author
reports that when the set of 152 relations that fit the restrictions of the exper-
iment (both the hyponyms and the hypernyms are unmodified) was looked up
in WordNet: “180 out of the 226 unique words involved in the relations actually
existed in the hierarchy, and 61 out of the 106 feasible relations (i.e., relations in
which both terms were already registered in WordNet) were found.” [13, p. 544].
The author claims that he tried applying the same technique to meronymy, but
without great success.

Girju et al. [10,11] present a supervised, domain independent approach for
the automatic detection of whole-part relations in text. The algorithm identifies
lexico-syntactic patterns that encode whole-part relations. The authors report an
overall average precision of 80.95% and recall of 75.91%. The authors also state
that they came across a large number of difficulties due to the highly ambiguous
nature of syntactic constructions.

Van Hage et al. [12] developed a method for learning whole-part relations from
vocabularies and text sources. The authors reported that they were able to acquire
503 whole-part pairs from the AGROVOC Thesaurus2 to learn 91 reliable whole-
part patterns. They changed the patterns’ part arguments with known entities to

1 https://string.l2f.inesc-id.pt/ [last access: 22/09/2014].
2 http://www.fao.org/agrovoc [last access: 12.08.2014].

https://string.l2f.inesc-id.pt/
http://www.fao.org/agrovoc
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introduce web-search queries. Corresponding whole entities were then extracted
from documents in the query results, with a precision of 74%.

The Espresso algorithm [24] was developed in order to harvest semantic rela-
tions in a text. The algorithm extracts surface patterns by connecting the seeds
(tuples) in a given corpus. The algorithm obtains a precision of 80% in learning
whole-part relations from the Acquaint (TREC-9) newswire text collection, with
almost 6 million words.

Some work has already been done on building knowledge bases for Portuguese,
most of which include the concept of whole-part relations. These knowledge
bases are often referred to as lexical ontologies, because they have properties
of a lexicon as well as properties of an ontology [14,26]. Well-known, exist-
ing lexical ontologies for Portuguese are Portuguese WordNet.PT [19,20], later
extended to WordNet.PT Global (Rede Léxico-Conceptual das Variedades do
Português) [21]; MWN.PT-MultiWordNet of Portuguese [25]; PAPEL (Palavras
Associadas Porto Editora Linguateca) [23]; and Onto.PT [22]. Some of these
ontologies are not freely available for the general public, while others just pro-
vide the definitions associated to each lexical entry without the information on
whole-part relations. Furthermore, the type of whole-part relation targeted in
this work, involving any human entity and its related Nbp, can not be adequately
captured using those resources (or, at least, only those resources)3.

Attention was also paid to two well-known parsers of Portuguese, in order to
discern how do they handle the whole-part relations extraction: the PALAVRAS
parser [2], consulted using the Visual Interactive Syntax Learning (VISL) envi-
ronment, and LX Semantic Role Labeller [3]. Judging from the available on-
line versions/demos of these systems, apparently, none of these parsers extracts
whole-part relations, at least explicitly.

3 Whole-Part Dependency Extraction Module in
STRING

3.1 STRING Overview

STRING is a fully-fledged NLP chain that performs all the basic steps of nat-
ural language processing (tokenization, sentence splitting, POS-tagging, POS-
disambiguation and parsing) for Portuguese texts. The architecture of STRING
is given in Fig. 1.

STRING has a modular, pipe-line structure, where: (i) the preprocessing stage
(tokenization, sentence splitting, text normalization) and lexical analysis are
performed by LexMan; (ii) followed by RuDriCo, which applies disambiguation
rules, handles contractions and several special types of compound words; (iii) the
MARv module then performs POS-disambiguation, using HMM and the Viterbi

3 At the later stages of our research (May, 2014), we came to know the work of Cláudia
Freitas [7]; however, since all the lexicon, grammar rules and evaluation procedures
had been already accomplished by then, we decided not to take it into consideration
at this moment but to use it in future work.
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Fig. 1. STRING Architecture

algorithm; and, finally, (iv) the XIP parser (Xerox Incremental Parser) [1] seg-
ments sentences into chunks (or elementary sentence constituents: NP, PP, etc.)
and extracts dependency relations among chunks’ heads (SUBJect, MODifier, etc.).
XIP also performs named entities recognition (NER). A set of post-parser mod-
ules have also been developed to handle certain NLP tasks such as anaphora
resolution, temporal expressions’ normalization and slot-filling. As part of the
parsing process, XIP executes dependency rules. Dependency rules extract differ-
ent types of dependencies between nodes of the sentence chunking tree, namely,
the chunks’ heads. Dependencies can thus be viewed as equivalent to (or repre-
senting) the syntactic relations holding between different elements in a sentence.
Some of the dependencies extracted by XIP represent rather complex relations,
such as the notion of subject (SUBJ) or direct object (CDIR), which imply a higher
level of analysis of a given sentence. Other dependencies are much simpler and
sometimes quite straightforward, like the determinative dependency DETD, hold-
ing between an article and the noun it determines, e.g., o livro ‘the book’ –
DETD(livro,o). Some dependencies can also be seen as auxiliary dependencies,
and are required to build the more complex ones.

3.2 A Whole-Part Extraction Module in STRING

Next, we describe the way a whole-part dependency involving Nbp is extracted in
the Portuguese grammar for XIP. To this end, a new module of the rule-based
grammar was built, which contains most of the rules required for this work.
Example (1) is a simple case where there is a determinative PP, complement de
‘of’ N of the Nbp, so that the meronymy is overtly expressed in the text:

(1) O Pedro partiu o braço do João ‘Pedro broke the arm of João’

The next rule captures the meronymy relation between João and braço ‘arm’:

IF( MOD[POST](#2[UMB-Anatomical-human],#1[human]) & PREPD(#1,?[lemma:de]) &
CDIR[POST](#3,#2) & ~WHOLE-PART(#1,#2) )
WHOLE-PART(#1,#2)

This rule is built using the XIP dependency rules’ syntax, and it reads as
follows: first, the parser determines the existence of a [MOD]ifier dependency,
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already calculated, between an Nbp (variable #2) and a human noun (variable
#1); notice that, according to XIP conventions, the governor of the dependency
is its first argument, hence João is said to be a modifier of braço ‘arm’; this
modifier must also be introduced by preposition de ‘of’, which is expressed by
the dependency PREPD; then, a constraint is defined that the Nbp must be a
direct object (CDIR) of a given verb (variable #3); and, finally, that there is
still no previously calculated WHOLE-PART dependency between the Nbp and the
human noun (variable #1); this last constraint is meant to ensure that there is
only one meronymy relation between each Nbp and a given noun; if all these
conditions are met, then, the parser builds the WHOLE-PART relation between the
human determinative complement and the Nbp.

Themeronymy extractionmodule contains 29 general rules addressing themost
relevant syntactic constructions triggering this type of meronymic relations, and a
set of 87 rules for the 29 disease nouns (Nsick), in order to capture the underlying
Nbp (e.g., gastrite-estômago ’gastritis-stomach’). A set of around 400 rules has
also been devised to prevent the whole-part relations being extracted in the case
the Nbp are elements of idiomatic expressions (e.g., O Pedro partiu o coração à
Ana ‘Pedro broke the heart to Ana’). This work also addresses the cases where
a whole-part relation holds between two Nbp in the same sentence (e.g., A Ana
pinta as unhas dos pés (lit: Ana paints the nails of the feet) ‘Ana paints her toes’
nails’) and the case of determinative nouns that designate parts of anNbp, though
they are not themselvesNbp (e.g., O Pedro encostou a ponta da ĺıngua ao gelado da
Ana ‘Pedro touched with the tip of the tongue the ice cream of Ana’). Each one of
these cases triggers different sets of dependencies. 54 rules were built to associate
the Nbp with their respective parts, to handle the cases where there is an Nbp and
a noun that designates a part of that same Nbp.

4 Evaluation

For the evaluation of the work the first fragment of the CETEMPúblico cor-
pus [27] (14,7 million tokens and 6,25 million words) was used in order to ex-
tract sentences that involve Nbp and Nsick. Using the Nbp (151 lemmas) and
the Nsick (29 lemmas) dictionaries, specifically built for STRING lexicon, 16,746
Nbp and 79 Nsick instances were extracted from the corpus. In order to pro-
duce a golden standard for the evaluation, a random stratified sample of 1,000
sentences was selected, keeping the proportion of the total frequency of Nbp in
the source corpus. This sample also includes a small number of Nsick (6 lem-
mas, 17 sentences). The 1,000 output sentences were divided into 4 subsets of
225 sentences each. Each subset was then given to a different annotator (na-
tive Portuguese speaker), and a common set of 100 sentences was added to each
subset in order to assess inter-annotator agreement. The annotators were asked
to append the whole-part dependency, as it was previously defined in a set of
guidelines, using the XIP format. To assess inter-annotator agreement we used
ReCal3: Reliability Calculator [6], for 3 or more annotators. The results showed
that the Average Pairwise Percent Agreement equals 0.85, the Fleiss’ Kappa
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inter-annotator agreement is 0.62, and the Average Pairwise Cohen’s Kappa
0.63. According to Landis and Koch [16] these figures correspond to the lower
bound of the “substantial” agreement; however, according to Fleiss [5], these
results correspond to an inter-annotator agreement halfway between “fair” and
“good”. In view of these results, we assumed that the remaining, independent
and non-overlapping annotation of the corpus by the four annotators is suffi-
ciently consistent, and can be used as a golden standard for the evaluation of
the system output.

The results of the system performance are showed in Table 1, where TP=true-
positives ; TN=true-negatives ; FP=false positives ; FN=false negatives ; and the first
line correspond to the 100 sentences that were subject to multiple annotators’
classification, while the 900 sentences are the remainder instances of the sample
taken form the corpus. The number of instances is higher than the number of
sentences, as one sentence may involve several instances, and we count 5 partial
TP as 0.5. The relative percentages of the TP, TN, FP and FN instances are similar
between the 100 and the 900 set of sentences. This explains the similarity of the
evaluation results and seems to confirm our decision to use the remaining 900
sentences’ set as a golden standard for the evaluation of the system’s output
with enough confidence.

Table 1. System’s performance for Nbp

Number
of sentences

TP TN FP FN Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy

100 8 73 7 14 0.53 0.36 0.43 0.79
900 73.5 673 55 118 0.57 0.38 0.46 0.81

Total: 81.5 746 62 132 0.57 0.38 0.46 0.81

5 Error Analysis

The results of the evaluation of the task showed that there were 62 false positive
cases and 132 false negatives. We begin this section by the analysis of some false
positives cases and then move on to the false negatives.

5.1 False Positives

Disambiguation of Nbp in Context. To begin with, we tackled a number of
cases with the ambiguous noun ĺıngua ‘tongue/language’. In order to preclude
the building of whole-part relation in cases such as ĺıngua portuguesa ‘Portuguese
language’, a ĺıngua de Camões ‘the language of Camões’, professor de ĺıngua (lit:
teacher of language) ‘language teacher’, etc., where the noun ĺıngua ‘language’ is
not used in the meanining of an anatomical part, we adopted one of the following
strategies: we removed the Nbp (sem-anmov) feature from the nouns lexical set
of features. This is carried out by the following rules, which are applied before
the chunking stage:
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— in the case of gentilic adjectives, one rule had to be done for each one of
this type of adjectives:

2> noun[lemma:lı́ngua,sem-anmov=~], adj[gentcontinent=+].
2> noun[lemma:lı́ngua,sem-anmov=~], adj[gentregion=+].
2> noun[lemma:lı́ngua,sem-anmov=~], adj[gentcountry=+].
2> noun[lemma:lı́ngua,sem-anmov=~], adj[gentcity=+].

— in the case of combinations of ĺıngua ‘tongue/language’ with renowned
authors of a given language, a PP structure has to be spelled out; so far, we
built rules for over a dozen authors, epitomes of their national languages, which
occurred with some frequency in the CETEMPúblico corpus:

2> noun[lemma:lı́ngua,sem-anmov=~], prep[lemma:de], noun[lemma:Cam~oes].
2> noun[lemma:lı́ngua,sem-anmov=~], prep[lemma:de], noun[lemma:Shakespeare].

— a similar rule is necessary for PP complements with country names (a ĺıngua
de Portugal ‘Portugal’s language’):

2> noun[lemma:lı́ngua,sem-anmov=~], prep[lemma:de], noun[country=+].

Besides, there could also be a determiner for examples such as a ĺıngua do
Brasil é o Português ‘the language of the Brazil is the Portuguese’ Thus, a second
rule is necessary:

2> noun[lemma:lı́ngua,sem-anmov=~], prep[lemma:de], art[lemma:o], noun[country=+].

This second rule is required because some country names are obligatorily
preceded by a definite article (o Brasil ‘the Brazil’, os Estados Unidos ‘the
United States’, etc.)

Difficult Cases. A certain number of cases were found where the use of the Nbp
is clearly figurative, but it is not neither an idiom nor a compound word, so we
were unable to devise any strategy to avoid capturing the whole-part relation:

(2) À farta ementa associou-se um acontecimento a que certamente não foi
alheio o dedo organizativo de José Perdigão, que no filho encontrou precioso
instrumento...
‘To the abundant menu, an event was associated, which was certainly not
unconnected with the organizational finger of José Perdigão, who found in
[his] son a [precious=] most valuable tool...’

WHOLE-PART(José Perdig~ao,dedo) ’WHOLE-PART(José Perdig~ao,finger)’

In this case, the whole-part relation is correctly extracted, but the Nbp dedo
‘finger’ is not to be interpreted literally, but figuratively, and can be connoted
with several idiomatic expressions such asmeter o dedo/a mão em ‘sb. put [one’s]
finger/hand in sth.’ ‘to have a role in / to interfere with’.
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5.2 False Negatives

Noun or NP Modifiers (not involving verbs). The rules that have been
developed only involve verb arguments (subject or complements) and did not
consider the situations where an Nbp is a modifier of a noun or an adjective.
Therefore, in several situations, the whole-part relations have not been captured.
For example:

(3) Um mágico de carapuço na cabeça
‘A magician with a hood over the head’

In this case, there is only a complex NP, with all the PP depending on the head
noun mágico ‘magician’. It is also possible to consider that in these cases an ad-
jective or a verb past participle has been zeroed (e.g., Um mágico de carapuço en-
fiado/posto/colocado na cabeça ‘A magician with a hood stucked/placed over the
head’). The meronymy module did not contemplate these complex NPs, including
those with a zeroed adjective/past-participle, as most of the rules always involved
a verb argument. This will have to be taken into consideration in future work.

Missing Features. One of the main reasons why the whole-part relation has not
been captured derived from the fact that many human nouns are still unmarked
with the human feature (or any of its subsumed features). For example, in the
sentence:

(4) Numa espécie de altar, um transexual padece com uma coroa de agulhas
espetadas na cabeça, apoiado a umas muletas, provavelmente a sua cruz, nesta
paródia à crucificação
‘In a kind of altar, a transsexual suffers with a crown of needles stuck in
his head, supported by crutches, probably his cross, in this parody of the
crucifixion’

In this case, the whole-part relation between the subject of padecer ‘suffer’ and
the body-part cabeça ‘head’ was not captured just because the noun transexual
(id.) had not been attributed the feature human.

In some cases, the rules were not triggered because the human entity is ex-
pressed by a personal pronoun and this category is not marked with the human
feature. In the next sentence, the system failed to establish the whole-part rela-
tion because it can not ascribe the human feature to the relative pronoun que
‘who’ that is the subject of the relative clause.

(5) Segundo o responsável do hospital, o doente – que também sofreu graves
ferimentos na cabeça – poderia ser ainda sujeito a uma segunda intervenção
cirúrgica
‘According to the head of the hospital, the patient - who also suffered serious
head injuries - could still be subjected to a second surgical intervention’

However, the antecedent of the pronoun has been correctly extracted:
ANTECEDENT RELAT(doente,que) ’ANTECEDENT RELAT(patient,who)’
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According to [18], relative pronouns are among the most successful cases of
anaphora resolution in STRING. Therefore, it is possible that after this module
comes into play, the features of the antecedent are inherited by the pronoun and
the whole-part module be allowed to process the sentence again.

An opposite situation occurs when some features associated to the Nbp pre-
clude the correct extraction of the whole-part dependency. The noun corpo
‘body’ is one of that cases and a very complex one. It is an element of sev-
eral compound nouns, which are identified during lexical analysis and do not
interfere in the dependency extraction step. Furthermore, it can be considered
as an Nbp (e.g., o corpo da v́ıtima ‘the body of the victim’) and also a collective
noun, functioning as a type of determiner, as in

(6) O corpo (=conjunto) dos docentes da faculdade
‘The staff of the (= set) of the teachers of the faculty’

Because of this a QUANTD (quantifying) dependency is extracted between corpo
‘body’ and the immediately following PP, which prevents the extraction of whole-
part relation; therefore, rules were build to partially disambiguate this particular
noun by removing the features associated to its collective noun interpretation.

3> noun[lemma:corpo,sem-anmov=+,sem-sign=~,sem-cc=~, sem-ac=~,sem-hh=~,sem-group-of-things=~],
prep[lemma:de], (art[lemma:o]), noun[lastname=+].
3> noun[lemma:corpo,sem-anmov=+,sem-sign=~,sem-cc=~, sem-ac=~,sem-hh=~,sem-group-of-things=~],
prep[lemma:de], (art[lemma:o]), noun[firstname=+].

These rules read as follows: if the noun corpo ‘body’ is followed by preposition
de ‘of’ and a first or a last proper name, then we remove all the other features
of corpo ‘body’ except the one that marks it as an Nbp.

They do not solve all the cases, naturally, since the distinction between the
determiner and the Nbp can not yet be done, as it would require a previous word
sense disambiguation module.

Ambiguous FIXED Expressions, Incorrectly Captured. In some cases, the
FIXED expressions have been incorrectly captured instead of the whole-part re-
lations, because they are ambiguous and have been used in the literal sense. For
example:

(7) Ele arrancava-me os cabelos todos ‘He pulled out all my hair’

FIXED(arrancava,cabelos) ’FIXED(pulled out,hair)’

In the idiom arrancar os cabelos ‘to despair’, there is obligatory correference
between the subject and the Nbp, so there is no way the sentence could be
interpreted figuratively. The problem, thus, relies in the incorrect representation
of the constraints of the idiom, not of the grammar.

In this case, the correct relation should be:
WHOLE-PART(me,cabelos) ’WHOLE-PART(my,hair)’
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No Syntactic Relation Between Whole and Part. In some cases, the whole
and the part are not syntactically related (and can be far away from each other
in a sentence):

(8) O facto do corpo ter sido encontrado na cozinha, leva os bombeiros a sus-
peitar que a v́ıtima, com graves problemas de saúde, tenha desmaiado e cáıdo
à lareira, o que poderá ter estado na origem do incêndio
‘The fact that the body was found in the kitchen, makes the firefighters to
suspect that the victim, with serious health problems, had fainted and fallen
into the hearth, which may have been the origin of the fire’

In this example, the part corpo ‘body’ is the subject of the ter sido en-
contrado ‘have been found’, while the whole v́ıtima ‘victim’ is the subject
of tenha desmaiado ‘had fainted’; each noun is in a different subclause, and
there is no syntactic dependency between the two nouns. However, the anno-
tator was able to identify this meronymic relation WHOLE-PART(vı́tima,corpo)

’WHOLE-PART(victim,body)’, which is beyond the scope of our current parser.
Eventually, a bag-of-words machine learning approach could overcome this diffi-
culty, which can not be done by this rule-based approach.

Difficult Cases. In spite of our best efforts, some Nbp were still missing from
the lexicon, as in the case of defesas imunitárias ‘immune defenses’:

(9) O que se pensa que acontece na artrite reumatóide é que a cartilagem é
atacada pelas defesas imunitárias do doente, como se ela fosse um autêntico
“corpo estranho”
‘What we think happens in rheumatoid arthritis is that the cartilage is at-
tacked by the immune defenses of the patient as if it was an authentic “foreign
body”’

In such cases, we have completed the dictionary, naturally.
In the next example, there is also a problem with the compound noun cabelo(s)

branco(s) ‘white hair(s)’:

(10) Um deles, de óculos e cabelo branco, olha para o relógio e depois perscruta
com alguma inquietação as bancadas a meia nau
‘One of them, wearing glasses and with white hair, looks at his watch and
then peers restlessly to the seats at midship’

For the moment, even though cabelo(s) branco(s) ‘white hair(s)’ is already tok-
enized as a compound noun, it has not been given the Nbp feature; therefore, the
system did not capture anymeronymic relation for this element. Even so, the prob-
lem is in the missed apposition relation of the two PPs with the subject complex
NP, whose head is a pronoun (namely, um deles ‘one of them’). Since no depen-
dency exists between the subject (um ’‘one’) and the apposition and also because
the subject is a pronoun, no feature is there to trigger the meronymy rules.
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6 Evaluation after Error Analysis

Ones all the corrections were taken into consideration, we ran the system again in
order to carry out a second evaluation of the system’s performance. The results
are shown in Table 2 (the abbreviations and the legend are explained in Table 1).

Table 2. Post-error analysis system’s performance for Nbp

Number
of sentences

TP TN FP FN Precision Recall F-measure Accuracy

100 10 75 4 12 0.71 0.45 0.56 0.84
900 90 688 39 91 0.70 0.50 0.58 0.86

Total: 100 763 43 103 0.70 0.49 0.58 0.85

The precision improved by 0.13 (from 0.57 to 0.70), the recall by 0.11 (from
0.38 to 0.49), the F-measure by 0.12 (from 0.46 to 0.58), and the accuracy by 0.04
(from 0.81 to 0.85). Since only some of the errors detected, particularly the most
frequent, were we able to correct at this stage, and some can still be improved
by extending the current work to so far unaddressed situations (dependencies on
nouns, anaphora resolution, to name a few) it is expectable that higher levels of
performance will be achieved in future work.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we present the most frequent errors in a rule-based module for
whole-part relations extraction involving human entities and body-part nouns
(Nbp) in Portuguese, which has been implemented and integrated in the STRING
NLP system. Around 17 thousand sentences with Nbp and disease nouns were
extracted from a corpus. 4 Portuguese native speakers annotated a stratified
random sample of 1,000 sentences and produced a golden standard, which was
confronted against the system’s output. The results show 0.57 precision, 0.38
recall, 0.46 F-measure, and 0.81 accuracy. The recall is relatively small (0.38),
which can be explained by the fact that in many sentences, the whole and the part
are not syntactically related and are quite far away from each other; naturally,
human annotators were able to overcome these difficulties. In some cases, the
rules were not triggered because some human nouns and personal pronouns are
unmarked with the human feature. Besides, as we focused on verb complements
alone, the situations where an Nbp is a modifier of a noun or an adjective (and not
a verb) have not been contemplated in this work, which produced a significant
number of false negatives. Other, quantitatively less relevant, cases were also
presented in the detailed error analysis made after the systems’ first evaluation.
The problem derived from pronouns (especially relative pronouns) not having
the human feature raises the issue of the adequate placing of the meronymy
module in the STRING pipeline architecture: if some part of this task could also
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be performed after anaphora resolution, it is likely that better results would be
produced. The precision of the task is somewhat better (0.57). The accuracy
is relatively high (0.81) since there is a large number of true-negative cases.
A detailed error analysis was performed to determine the most relevant cases
for these results, which led to some situations being implemented. A second
evaluation of the system’s performance was carried out, with the same golden
standard, and the results showed that the precision improved by 0.13 (from 0.57
to 0.70), the recall by 0.11 (from 0.38 to 0.49), the F-measure by 0.12 (from 0.46
to 0.58), and the accuracy by 0.04 (from 0.81 to 0.85).

From the observations above, it is clear that most of the phenomena here
described are not exclusive of the Portuguese language, for example, the Nbp-
disease noun relations, though there may be language-specific lexical gaps. It
is also obvious that the structural descriptions involved in the transformational
processes (sentence alternations) here analyzed depend on the particulars of ev-
ery language syntax (and morphology), which should be modeled independently
from the meronymy extraction task. In this respect, this paper may hint both
on similar and on different linguistic aspects of the meronymy here tackled, and
the observations here made might be useful for other approaches to meronymy
extraction, in other languages.

In future work, the extraction of other types of whole-part relations will be
addressed such as component-integral object (pedal - bicycle), member-collection
(player - team), place-area (grove - forest), and others [30]. We intend to target
the extraction of these types of whole-part relations using syntactic dependency-
based n-grams (the concept is introduced in detail in [28,29]) and other syntactic
information, such as subcategorization frames [8,9] in a machine learning ap-
proach. Another line of future work will be to use the lists of Nbp and several
Nbp-related words provided by Cláudia Freitas [7] in order to complete the ex-
isting Nbp lexicon in STRING and to improve the recall by focusing on the false
negative cases already found, which have shown that several syntactic patterns
have not been paid enough attention yet.
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